Dear Sir or Madam,

we would like to confirm that the following DryLin® - products:

DryLin® TW-01-15 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TWA-01-15 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-02-15 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-15 HKA Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-20 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TWA-01-20 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-02-20 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-20 HKA Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-25 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TWA-01-25 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-02-25 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-25 HKA Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-30 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TWA-01-30 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-02-30 Guide Carriages
DryLin® TW-01-30 HKA Guide Carriages

incl. versions LLZ-LLY-LLYZ
DryLin® TS-01-15 Guide Rails
DryLin® TS-01-20 Guide Rails
DryLin® TS-01-25 Guide Rails
DryLin® TS-01-30 Guide Rails

incl. versions without mounting holes
DryLin® NW-02-17 Guide Carriages
DryLin® NW-01-27 Guide Carriages
DryLin® NW-02-27 Guide Carriages
DryLin® NW-03-27 Guide Carriages
DryLin® NW-02-40 Guide Carriages
DryLin® NW-02-80 Guide Carriages

incl. versions LLZ-LLY-LLYZ
DryLin® NS-01-17 Guide Rails
DryLin® NS-01-27 Guide Rails
DryLin® NS-01-40 Guide Rails
DryLin® NS-01-80 Guide Rails

incl. versions without mounting holes
DryLin® WJ200QM-01-06 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJUM-01-10 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJ200UM-01-10 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJ200QM-01-10 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJUM-01-16 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJ200QM-01-16 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJ200UM-01-20 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WJ200QM-01-20 Housing Bearing
DryLin® WWY-104010 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-104015 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-104020 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-108010 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-108015 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-108020 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-166010 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-166015 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-166020 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-208015 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-208020 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WWY-208025 Mounting Plate
DryLin® WSQ-06 Rails
DryLin® WS-10 Rails
DryLin® WS-10-40 Rails
DryLin® WS-10-80 Rails
DryLin® WS-16 Rails
DryLin® WSQ-16 Rails
DryLin® WS-16-60 Rails
DryLin® WS-20 Rails
DryLin® WSQ-20 Rails
DryLin® WS-20-80 Rails

comply with the following directive
2002/95/EC “Restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment”

The presence of ubiquitous traces of undesired substances can, however, never be excluded.
This declaration is based on our current knowledge.
Since igus® has no influence on the use of the products indicated above, igus® does not assume any guarantee, neither expressly nor implied, or warranty or any other liability in connection with the use of information contained in this document.

Yours sincerely

igus® GmbH
Dr.-Ing. C. Klingshirn
Assistant Plant Appraiser
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